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Abstract 
 

Since the year 2000, 59 miners have lost their lives to 

explosions occurring in underground coal mines in the US. 

More accurately, those explosions were methane ignitions 

that propagated through the mines due to coal dust 

involvement; despite current explosion prevention 

standards. There are 4 basic strategies employed to manage 

the risk of coal dust explosions in many other coal mining 

countries around the world: removal of the coal dust, 

wetting of the coal dust to prevent it from becoming 

airborne, mixing of the coal dust with stone dust to increase 

the total incombustible content, and explosion activated 

barriers which make the entire roadway inert. However, 

American standards only mandate the first 3 of these 4 

methods. It is possible that US coal mine safety measures 

could benefit from the implementation of the 4th method, 

the use of explosion barriers. This paper will discuss 

differences/similarities in barrier regulations used in other 

countries, as well as some potential difficulties with 

adapting a stone dust bag barrier system to US underground 

coal mines. Also, details and feedback gathered from two 

operating mine site trial barrier installations will be shared. 

 

Introduction 
 

Since the year 2000, 59 miners have lost their lives to 

explosions occurring in underground coal mines in the 

United States (US); 29 miners were killed at the Upper Big 

Branch mine in 2010, 5 at the Darby Mine No. 1 in 2006, 

12 at the Sago Mine also in 2006, and 13 at the Jim   Walter 

 
No. 5 Mine in 2001.[14] To be more accurate, the explosions 

that killed those miners were methane ignitions that 

propagated through the mines due to coal dust 

involvement.[18, 19, 20, 21] These deaths occurred despite 

current explosion prevention strategies, standards, and 

regulatory oversight. This poses the question, can more be 

done in the US to prevent coal dust explosions and their 

widespread damage. In review of current practices and 

regulations from several large coal mining countries, a 

disparity in prevention strategies arose. The main difference 

between the US and other countries was that the US does 

not encourage, mandate, or regulate the use of explosion 

barrier systems as an additional coal dust explosion 

mitigation measure. 

This raised many questions. First and foremost was 

whether or not the US coal mining industry and its miners 

could benefit, in terms of safety and fatality prevention, 

from the implementation of the explosion barrier systems 

that are used in other countries. Furthermore, are there 

significant differences between the coal mines in countries 

where explosion barriers are used and US coal  mines, 

which would preclude the system from being adapted and 

implemented in the US? Also, what are the similarities and 

differences in explosion barrier systems, use, and 

regulations between other countries that use them? 

To try and answer these questions, literature reviews 

were performed on the regulatory and use aspects of 

currently used barrier systems. Additionally, scaled trial 

barrier installations were performed in two underground 

longwall coal mines in the Eastern US. These trial 

installations  provided  valuable  real-world  experience and 
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feedback on the practicalities of system design and 

implementation in working US coal mines. The guidance 

and assistance of two bagged barrier subject matter experts 

(Dr. David Humphreys and Mr. Terry O’Beirne) was 

essential to the design and implementation of the trial 

installations. Furthermore, they provided a wealth of 

knowledge and understanding as to the operation, design 

characteristics, and implementation of bagged type 

explosion barrier systems. 

 

Coal Dust Explosion Prevention Strategies 
 

There are four primary strategies currently employed to 

manage the risk of coal dust explosions and their 

widespread damage in many coal mining countries around 

the world. The reason there are multiple control strategies is 

that none of the prevention or control measures are 

sufficient by themselves, and can easily break down or fail. 

Also, different mines, and different locations within the 

same mine, can require different control approaches. The 

need for each strategy stands on its own merits, but work 

together to form a chain of protective measures that is only 

as strong as its weakest link. 

The first and most effective coal dust explosion 

prevention strategy is removal of the coal dust 

accumulations. There cannot be a coal dust explosion 

without coal dust. However, this is not always possible or 

practical. The second strategy is the wetting of the  coal 

dust to prevent it from becoming airborne, 

stoichiometrically mixed, and ignited. Yet again, this is not 

possible or practical in all locations in a working mine. The 

third strategy is to mix the coal dust with limestone dust, 

also known as rock dusting or stone dusting. This works to 

increase the total incombustible content (TIC) of the dust 

that collects in the mine entries and could become airborne 

and ignited in the event of an explosion. However, this 

requires continual renewal as new coal dust is produced 

during mining. The fourth strategy is the installation of an 

explosion activated barrier that is comprised of an inertant, 

which when released makes an entire section of roadway 

inert and incombustible. The main sources of coal dust 

ignition, methane ignition and explosives use,  are 

controlled via separate means and regulations but also play 

an integral role in preventing coal dust explosions. 

 

Current US Practices 
 

As per the Code of  Federal Regulations  (CFR) Title 

30; Part 75; Subpart E-Combustible Materials and Rock 

Dusting; Section 75.400 through 75.404, and in summary: 

 Coal dust, coal float dust, loose coal, and other 

combustible materials shall be cleaned up and not 

permitted to accumulate in active workings or on 

equipment therein 

 A program for regular cleanup and removal of 

these items shall be established, and maintained 

 Where mining operations create or raise excessive 

dust, water (with or without  wetting agent) shall 

be used to abate such dust, with  distances less 

than 40 feet from the working face, water (with or 

without wetting agent) shall be applied to ribs, 

roof, and floor to reduce dust dispersibility and 

minimize explosion hazard 

 All underground areas of mine, except those areas 

where the dust is too wet or has an extremely high 

incombustible content, shall be rock dusted to 

within 40 feet of all working faces, including 

crosscuts, unless deemed unsafe to enter 

 Where rock dust is required, it shall be distributed 

on the top, floor, and sides of all underground 

areas and maintained in such quantities that the 

total incombustible content of the coal dust, rock 

dust, and any other dust or moisture shall be not 

less than 80 percent. 

 Where methane is present the percent of 

incombustible content of the combined dusts shall 

be increased 0.4 percent for each 0.1 percent of 

methane 

Notice that these MSHA standards address three of the four 

coal dust explosion prevention strategies, coal  dust 

removal, coal dust wetting, and mixing of coal dust with 

inert material. However, the MSHA standards do not 

address the fourth coal dust explosion prevention  strategy 

of explosion activated barriers.[1]
 

 

Review of Foreign Practices 
 

While it is known that there are many countries that 

mine coal and that have implemented coal dust explosion 

barriers into their regulatory regimes, finding English 

translations of those regulations has proven difficult if not 

impossible to accomplish. Therefore, attention was focused 

on those that could be readily obtained in English; New 

South Wales (NSW), the United Kingdom (UK), Canada, 

New Zealand (NZ), and the Republic of South Africa 

(RSA). While there were some differences in  the 

percentage of incombustible content requirements of these 

countries (between 65 to 85 percent in certain areas[2]), they 

all specified similar strategies for preventing and removing 

coal dust buildup, wetting of coal dust in areas of high 

ignition  probability  or  dust  production  areas  to    reduce 
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explosion hazards, rock dusting to within 12 meters (39.4 
feet) of working face on all surfaces, and increased rock 

dust requirements for the presence of methane (from 0.4% 

per 0.1% methane to 1% per each 0.1% methane).[4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 

13, 16, 23] However, unlike the US CFR, all of these foreign 
regulatory regimes require the implementation and 

maintenance of some type of explosion barrier as part of 
their explosion prevention/suppression strategy. 

In Alberta Canada, it is required that the design, 

erection, location, and maintenance of explosion barriers is 
certified by a professional engineer, and that they be placed 
at every entrance to every production section, every 

entrance to every development district as soon as the 
development district has advanced 200 meters, and at every 

entrance to every ventilation split (intake and return).[2] In 
British Columbia Canada, any underground coal mine that 

is dry and dusty must have explosion barriers certified by 
the chief inspector installed at locations designated by the 
manager and authorized by the district inspector. Regular 
inspections (every 4 weeks or less) and inspection 

personnel qualifications are also stipulated.[2] In New 
Zealand, employers must take practical steps to ensure that 
barriers are erected at suitable locations that will limit or 

contain the ignition of coal dust or gases.[13] In NSW, mine 
managers are required to have means in place to prevent an 

explosion and to suppress any such explosion should it 
occur; including but not limited to prevention of coal dust 
accumulations, required amounts of stone dust applied, and 

the installation and maintenance of explosion barriers.[23] 

Separate technical documents spell out the location and 

barrier requirements.[16] In the UK, mine operators must 
ensure that suitable and effective barriers are in place to 
prevent the development and propagation of a dust 

explosion.[10] Again, separate technical documents dictate 

the location and requirements of the barriers.[9] Finally, in 
the RSA, employers must ensure that effective measures are 

taken to prevent or suppress coal dust explosions.[5]   There 
is also an entire document devoted to guidelines and codes 
of practice for the prevention of coal dust explosions, 

including prescriptions for barriers and their installations.[4]
 

In review of the separate explosion prevention 

documents for the RSA, UK, and NSW it was noted that all 

three outline descriptive and installation requirements of a 

bagged type of stone dust explosion barrier. Many other 

similarities were also noticed. The similarities and 

differences are best summed in Figure 1: Comparison of 

Bagged Stonedust Barrier Specifications for the United 

Kingdom, Republic of South Africa, and New South Wales. 

Bagged Stonedust Barriers: History, 

Development, and Testing 
 

Stonedust explosion barriers were introduced in the 

1920s and consisted of elevated shelves that upheld piles of 

stonedust on them. The basic design principle is that the 

pressure wave that moves ahead of an explosion flame front 

would disrupt or overturn the shelves causing the supported 

stonedust to become airborne and extinguish the flame front 

upon arrival due to the high levels of  incombustible 

content. Their design did not change much over the next 

decades, except for slight variations in the construction of 

the shelves, the materials used for shelf construction, and 

the amount of stonedust supported on them. A  variant of 

this basic design was also developed using troughs of water 

instead of stonedust.[23] Regardless, explosion barrier use 

was still limited even after research completed by Cybulski 

in 1975 clearly showed that stone-dusting alone was not 

sufficient to prevent or suppress coal dust explosions, and 

that additional barriers were needed.[3]
 

In the early 1990s the Division of Mining Technology 

within the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

(CSIR) of South Africa began development and testing of a 

new system for the effective implementation and 

installation of stone dust barriers.[6, 7] This was done in 

response to recent mine explosion disasters and the need for 

a system that was effective, yet cheaper and easier to install 

and maintain. This new system was based  on individual 

bags containing stonedust hung in an equal distance and 

spacing arrangement from the mine roof that would react to 

an explosion and disperse the contained stonedust. The bags 

themselves are designed with special anisotropic 

characteristics that support the weight of 6kg of stonedust 

for an indefinite period of time without deteriorating or 

degrading, and still rupture at very low pressures (reported 

as low as 4.0 kPa) allowing dispersal of the enclosed 

stonedust. Another important factor in the bag’s design is 

the relationship between the amount of stonedust and 

airspace in the bag. Furthermore, the bag and 

complimentary hook and ring closure system effectively 

encloses the stonedust, aiding in the prevention of moisture 

contamination and caking of the stonedust (see Figure 2: 

Stonedust Filled Bag and Hook Hanging from Lab Stand). 

The bag and hook design underwent extensive testing 

and development over the next several years. The testing 
continued at Kloppersbos Research Facility in South Africa 

(5m2 cross sectional area) and the Tremonia Experimental 

Mine Gallery in Germany (20 and 22 m2 cross sectional 
area). This testing proved the concept of the bag stonedust 
barriers and the effectiveness of these barriers at protecting 
long  single  entry  mines  during  coal  dust  explosions   of 
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Figure 1: Comparison of Bagged Stonedust Barrier Specifications for the United Kingdom, Republic of South Africa, 

and New South Wales. 
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Figure 2: Stonedust Filled Bag and Hook Hanging from 

Lab Stand 
 

varying magnitude. However, most underground coal mines 

use multiple entry methods of mining progression. 

Therefore, further testing was performed at the 

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 

(NIOSH) Pittsburgh Research Laboratory’s Lake Lynn 

Experimental Mine in Pennsylvania in the late 1990s.[7]  

This facility was the only one worldwide that could 

accommodate such testing in multiple entry development. 

The test facility was comprised of three entries with seven 

crosscuts located towards the inbye end of the entries. This 

layout is similar to three entry headings currently used in 

many US longwall coal mines. After several preliminary 

test explosions were performed to calibrate the equipment 

and explosion pressures, the bag stonedust barriers were 

tested in various configurations and under  various 

explosion pressures. 

 
In these tests, the bagged stonedust barriers were 

proven to be successful, in the distributed barrier and 

concentrated barrier configurations, at stopping the flame 

propagation of a coal dust explosion within the  barrier 

zones under different coal/stone dust loading amounts (69 

and 82 percent TIC). This testing therefore proved the 

viability of using the bagged stonedust barriers in medium, 

multiple entry mines under different dust loading and 

barrier configurations. Though the bag system operation is 

still dependent on the pressures developed by the explosion 

and the barrier’s location in respect to the ignition point 

(bags located in crosscuts are less likely to rupture and 

disperse stonedust effectively due to pressure equalization 

between entries). Based on these findings, many countries 

started incorporating explosion barriers into their mining 

regulations in the early 2000s. Furthermore,  many 

countries’ principle barrier design features are based on the 

distance, spacing, and dust loading specified in these 

conclusive tests. 

 

Bagged Stonedust Barrier Configurations 

and Locations 
 

As previously mentioned, successfully tested bag barrier 

configurations consisted of a distributed barrier or a 

concentrated barrier. These barrier types can be configured 

in different ways to accommodate site specific needs, as 

long as they still conform to their country’s basic barrier 

design parameters shown in Figure 1: Comparison of 

Bagged Stonedust Barrier Specifications for the United 

Kingdom, Republic of South Africa, and New South Wales. 

For example, in NSW and RSA, distributed barriers can be 

configured in one longer continuous formation, or broken 

up into four or five shorter discontinuous sub-barriers. The 

continuous distributed barrier formation adds additional 

bags to the front of the barrier during mining advance, and 

they are either recycled or left for waste as mining retreats, 

see Diagram 1: Example of Typical Continuous Distributed 

Barrier Arrangement.[21] These types of barriers  are 

typically used where rapid advance or retreat requirements 

are prohibitive to relocating sub-barriers used in other 

barrier configurations. Additionally, these barrier types tend 

to cover long areas of roadway, minimum of 120 meters. 

The discontinuous distributed formation (Diagram 2: 

Example of Typical Discontinuous Distributed Barrier 

Arrangement) is comprised of four equal sub-barriers.[21] A 

fifth sub-barrier can be added that allows for the rear sub- 

barrier to be moved to the front as mining advances, and for 

the front sub-barrier to be moved to the rear upon retreat. 

This is done to maintain the required stonedust loading, and 

proper barrier spacing from the last cut-through, at  all 

times. In common vernacular, it is said that the sub-barriers 
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Diagram 1: Example of Typical Continuous Distributed 

Barrier Arrangement [21]
 

 

 

Diagram 2: Example of Typical Discontinuous 

Distributed Barrier Arrangement [21]
 

 
‘leap frog’ to the front or rear to maintain the proper 

distance from the face or last cut through. This type of 

distributed barrier formation covers fairly long areas of 

roadway, generally less than 120 meters. Cut-throughs that 

are outbye of the start of either distributed barrier formation 

can be ignored. 

A concentrated barrier contains the required amount of 

stonedust in one barrier that is only 20 to 40 meters long 

instead of approximately 120 meters. A second, equal 

barrier is needed for advancing or retreating so that the 

required stonedust loading, and proper barrier spacing from 

the last cut-through, is maintained at all times. Again, cut- 

throughs outbye the start of the barrier can be ignored, see 

Diagram 3: Example of Typical Concentrated Barrier 

Arrangement.[21]
 

 

 

Diagram 3: Example of Typical Concentrated Barrier 

Arrangement [21]
 

 

The UK however, mandates the use of a primary and 

secondary barrier system or a distributed barrier system in 

all longwall workings, headings in coal, and bord and pillar 

workings. The primary barrier design is similar to that of 

the discontinuous distributed barrier described previously in 

that it is comprised of four sub-barriers; with a fifth added 

for advance or retreat. The secondary barrier design is 

similar  to  the  concentrated  barrier  described  previously, 
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except that it requires two sub-barriers, with a third added 

for advance or retreat. The distributed barrier design is 

similar to that described earlier, except that the UK 

standards require minimum roadway coverage of 360 

meters in length, see Diagrams 4, 5, and 6 for typical 

arrangements of UK barriers.[9]
 

 

 

 

Diagram 4: Typical Primary/Secondary Barrier 

Arrangement for Coal Heading [9]
 

 

 

Diagram 5: Typical Primary/Secondary Barrier 

Arrangement in Bord and Pillar Mine [9]
 

 
 

 

Diagram 6: Typical Distributed Barrier Arrangement in 

Bord and Pillar Mine [9]
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All barrier design configurations must account for  any 

voids in coverage due to conveyor systems, ventilation and 

other ducting or piping, and other overhead obstructions. 

These voids in stonedust coverage could allow the passage 

of flame beneath, between, or around them. Therefore, 

additional bags would need to be hung next to, between, 

and/or under those structures to prevent flame passage in 

the event of an explosion, see Diagram 7: Typical 

Configuration of Bags Hung around Suspended Obstacle.[9] 

Additionally, should a barrier installation encounter a 

beltway or roadway intersection before completion, the 

remaining distance (number of bags/amount of stonedust) 

required to complete the barrier must be installed in each 

and every direction leading away from that intersection so 

that all entries are equally protected, see Diagram  8: 

Typical Barrier Arrangements when Intersection is 

Encountered.[9]
 

The bagged barriers are generally installed within 

certain distances of the working face or last cut-through (60 

to 120 meters typically), and in all entries leading to that 

face/cut-through. Additional barriers are typically placed 

within 30 meters outbye of conveyor belt feeder/breakers, 

any transfer points in the conveyor roadway, trickle dusters 

or auxiliary fans (if used), or the last line of cut-throughs (if 

auxiliary fans are not used).[16] In general, the bagged 

stonedust barriers are installed as close to likely points of 

ignition as possible and in locations that are likely to 

accumulate methane or significant coal dust deposits.[16] 

This means that every entrance to every production section, 

every development district, and every ventilation split must 

be protected by a barrier. There can be no pathway left 

unprotected for a flame to circumvent or bypass a system of 

barriers and propagate further into the mine. 

 

 

Diagram 7: Typical Configuration of Bags Hung around 

a Suspended Obstacle [9]
 

 

 

Diagram 8: Typical Barrier Arrangements when 

Intersection is Encountered [9]
 

 

US Mine Site Trial Installations 
 

Scaled length bagged stonedust explosion barrier trial 

installations were performed at two operating underground 

coal mines in the eastern US to gain valuable real-world 

experience and feedback on the practicalities of system 

design and implementation in working US coal mines. In 

preparation for the trial barrier setups, the barrier bags were 

pre-filled with the required 6kg of stone dust, closed with 

the hook and ring, and loaded into pallet mounted boxes. A 

layer of cardboard was placed between each layer of filled 

bags as the boxes were loaded. The pallets of filled bags 

were then shipped in advance to the mines. This was  done 

to allow sufficient time to transport them to the setup 

location within the mine. Upon arrival at the first mine site, 

it was apparent that there was some shipping damage to the 

container, and the pre-filled stonedust barrier bags within 

suffered minor casualties. Fortunately, this had been 

anticipated and extras were included in each shipment. 

Roof control measures at the first mine that were 

available to hang the barrier bags from were roof bolts on 4 

foot centers, with roof straps being employed where extra 

support was needed. Roof mesh was only used in areas of 

particularly unstable roof. Since the bags and hooks used 

for the trials are of the type designed for and used in 

Australian and South African mines where roof mesh is 

mandated in all locations within the mine, alternative 

methods of hanging the bags from something other than 

roof mesh, like roof bolt plates and roof straps, had to be 

implemented.  Items  commonly  available  in  underground 
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coal mines were therefore used to simulate the practical 

environment and conditions in which they would 

realistically be installed under without hook design 

modifications (see Figures 3, 4, and 5). 

The mine site supplied several miners to assist in the 

trial installation for safety and miner feedback on 

installation of the bag barrier system. First, a preliminary 

survey was given to the miners which contained a few 

simple questions. This will be discussed later. Then with 

the miners’ assistance 130 bags, containing 6kg  of 

stonedust each, were hung in accordance with the UK 

standards using three different methods of attachment to the 

available roof support. As seen in Figure 3: Bag Hung from 

Roof Strap, a wire clip made of stainless steel used as a 

safety device for air line connections was used as an 

intermediate between the bag hook and the roof strap. The 

parallel legs of the clip were slid onto the roof strap in the 

same direction as an explosion would travel to prevent it 

from becoming dislodged. The bag was then able  to be 

hung from the steel clip. The ability of the clip to support 

the weight was non-scientifically tested and verified by 

 

 

Figure 3: Bag Hung from Roof Strap 

physically adding stress to it in the form of pulling down on 

the bag. Additional scientific testing would need to be 

performed to verify safe and efficient operation of the 

barrier system with this alternative hanging method. 

As seen in Figure 4: Bags Hung from Roof Bolt Plate, 

one bag was hung directly from the bolt plate and another 

bag was hung using a cable hanger as an intermediate 

hanging device. Hanging the bag directly took quite a bit of 

effort to get the hook through the hoop in the bolt plate,  as 

it was not designed to be hung from one. The effects that 

the additional length of the cable hanger would have on the 

operation of the barrier system would need to be studied 

further to verify the safe and efficient operation of the 

barrier system with this alternative hanging method. 

 

 

Figure 4: Bags Hung from Roof Bolt Pate 

 

For the final trial setup at the first mine, a length of 

coated cable was woven through the two hoops on each bolt 

plate, secured at one end and tensioned via a turnbuckle at 

the other end. The bags were then hung directly from the 

cable, see Figure 5: Bags Hung from Tensioned Cable. This 

was done to accommodate correct spacing of the bags (>4 

feet). Even with tensioning the cable, there was still some 

give noticed with this installation platform once the bags 

were in place. The effects that would be incurred due to the 

bags  being  hung  from a  slightly  less  than  solid structure 
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would need to be studied further to verify safe and efficient 

operation of the barrier system with this alternative hanging 

method. 

 

 

Figure 5: Bags Hung from Tensioned Cable 
 

Once the trial installations were complete, various 

pieces of equipment were positioned to determine the 

amount of clearance between them and the hanging bag 

barrier. With a roof height of approximately 7 feet, there 

was an average of 9 to 12 inches of clearance observed, 

depending on the roof/floor conditions. A site engineer and 

two of the miners assisting with the completed barrier 

installation can be seen in a frame of reference with a scoop 

car and the barrier system in Figure 6: Scoop Car versus 

Bag Barrier Clearance. The barrier installation was 

completed in the #2 entry (track entry) of a three entry 

longwall section between breaks 19 and 21, approximately 

800 feet from the face. The barrier was left in place for 

approximately one month to allow the mine  time to 

progress and the miners time to work around it. A return 

trip was made to examine the barrier and gain feedback 

from the mine and miners using a follow up survey. The 

survey results will be discussed later. 

 

 

Figure 6: Scoop Car versus Bag Barrier Clearance 
 

Upon arrival at the second mine site, no damage to the 

shipping containers was observed. Once again, the mine 

provided several miners to assist with the installation and 

provide feedback. A preliminary survey was given to the 

miners (discussed later) prior to beginning the barrier 

installation. This mine uses roof mesh in most entries upon 

development. This made barrier installation very 

straightforward since the hooks were designed for hanging 

from roof mesh, see Figure 7: Bag Hung  Directly from 

Roof Mesh. The only complication was due to the height of 

the mine roof (approximately 9 foot). It was tall enough that 

a ladder was needed for hanging the bags from the mesh, 

see Figure 8: Miner Hanging Bags using 8’ Ladder. 

After the barrier installation was complete, various 

pieces of equipment were positioned under the bags to 

check for adequate clearance. There was approximately 10 

to 12 inches of clearance over a 6 foot tall miner, and at 

least 2 feet of clearance over a scoop car, depending on 

floor and roof conditions, as seen in Figure 9: Scoop 

Car/Miner Clearance with Bags. This barrier installation 

was completed in the #2 entry of a four entry longwall 

section approximately 600 feet from the face. As with the 

first mine site trial installation, the barrier at the second 

mine site was left in place for approximately one month to 

allow the mine time to progress and the  miners  time to 

work around it. A return trip was made to examine the 

barrier and gain feedback from the mine and miners using a 

follow up survey. The survey results will be discussed later. 
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Figure 7: Bag Hung Directly from Roof Mesh 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Miner Hanging Bags using 8' Ladder 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Scoop Car/Miner Clearance with Bags 

 
US Mine Site Trial Installation Feedback 

 

To gather feedback from the mines and miners 

regarding the bagged stonedust barriers, their installation, 

and working around them as mining progresses, pre- 

installation, post-installation, and follow-up surveys were 

given. Each of the surveys were given to mine employees 

from a variety of job classifications, including engineer, 

production foreman, electrician, shuttle car operator, and 

safety foreman. The preliminary survey consisted of six 

questions designed to determine the employee’s familiarity 

with methane and coal dust explosion hazards, and with the 

bag barrier system itself (Table 1). Seven employees were 

available to assist with the installations. Of these, all were 

familiar with recent mine disasters caused by methane and 

coal dust explosions and the potential for such explosions in 

coal mines. Five of the seven employees believe current 

explosion prevention standards are not sufficient, although 

two of these added that the prevention methods will never 

seem to be sufficient as long as ignitions still occur in US 

mines. All of those surveyed believe more should be done 

to prevent/mitigate coal dust explosions, however most 

added the stipulation that the prevention methods could 

always be improved. Only two of these employees were 

familiar with the bag barrier system, although both had only 

briefly heard of it and did not know any specific details. 

Note that one employee declined to comment on question 5. 

The post-installation survey consisted of ten questions 

designed to gain feedback from those who assisted with the 

partial barrier installation. Table 4 contains the results  of 

the survey. Questions  3,  5,  7,  and  9  asked  for  further 

explanation of positive responses the prior question, and 

question  10  asked  for  any  additional comments. These 

questions are omitted in Table 2: Post-Installation    Survey 

Results, but are discussed below. 

 

Table 1: Pre-Installation Survey Results 

Question 
Response 

Yes No 

1. Are you familiar with the Upper Big Branch Disaster? 100% 0% 

2. Are you familiar with the Sago Mine Disaster? 100% 0% 

3. Are you familiar with methane/coal dust explosion 

risks related to coal mining? 
100% 0% 

4. Do you think current methane/dust explosion 

prevention methods/standards are sufficient? 
29% 71% 

5. Do you think more should be done to 

prevent/mitigate coal dust explosions? 
100% 0% 

6. Are you familiar with the rock dust bag barrier 

passive explosion mitigation system? 
29% 71% 
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Table 2: Post-Installation Survey Results 
 

Question Response 

1. How difficult were the barrier bags to hang/install, on a 

scale of 1 (easy) to 5 (hard)? 
1.4 

- Yes No 

2. Did you encounter any issues or difficulties during the 

barrier installation? 
17% 83% 

4. Do you have any suggestions for system/process 

improvements? 
71% 29% 

6. Do you forsee any short or long term problems with the 

bag barrier system? 
43% 57% 

8. If there were a full-scale barrier setup in the mine, 

would you have an improved sense of workplace safety? 
86% 14% 

 

Each of the employees felt the barrier was relatively 

easy to install. Only one reported installation difficulties; 

this employee worked in the mine that did not normally use 

roof mesh and reported issue with developing a method for 

hanging the bags at the appropriate spacing, which is 

discussed in more detail later in the report. Many had 

suggestions for system improvement, and the  same 

concepts were heard from several different employees. The 

three concepts were: (1) adding a wide circle around  the 

ring that clamps the bag to the hook to protect the bag from 

puncture by falling rocks, (2) a redesign of the hook so it 

does not hang so low, and (3) a redesign of the hook so it 

can be stronger than the current plastic. Four employees 

foresaw potential issues with the system. The three issues 

stated were: (1) damage to the bags during regular moving 

of power stations, belt conveyor systems, power  cables, 

etc., (2) additional labor required for bag installation as 

mining progresses, and (3) damage to the bags from rock 

falls. 

Some questions/concerns raise by engineering staff 

during discussions were: the flammability of the bags 

themselves, MSHA approval for installing the bags in a US 

coal mine, the need for dusting/maintaining dust on the 

outside of the bags, and the impedance to ventilation 

created by the installation of the barrier. A prominent 

concern was the added costs of the bags/hooks and the labor 

required to install and maintain the bag barriers. 

Additionally, MSHA strategies for program roll out, 

implementation, and fine structures for non-compliance 

were a concern should the system become mandated, 

regulated, and inspected in America. As of the date of 

composition of this paper, the follow-up survey results have 

not been fully analyzed. 

The miners at the first mine attempted to remove and 

reinstall the bags in order to protect them when mining 

progressed and tracks were being laid to move supplies and 

equipment inbye of the original barrier position. This was 

done contrary to explicit instructions to not move them.    A 

majority of the bags were damaged when set down on the 

uneven floor covered in jagged coal particles; tiny holes 

were poked in the bags that lead to larger holes, tears, and 

complete bag failure when trying to re-hang them. 

Therefore, there were only a small percentage of bags  left 

to inspect upon return to the first mine site. 

Upon return to the second mine site, the barrier was 

found intact in the original location with very few bags 

found damaged (approximately 3%). Since installation, 

mining had progressed and the power distribution centers, 

ventilation ducting, water piping, and other equipment that 

was originally outbye the barrier location had been moved 

inbye. This had been done without incident from,  or 

damage to, the barrier bags. This can be attributed to the 

additional 2 feet of mine entry height in the second mine. 

 

Adapting the Bagged Stonedust Explosion 

Barriers to Underground US Coal Mines 
 

There are many technical aspects to be considered, 

besides installation logistics, in regards to adapting the 

bagged stonedust barriers currently used in other countries 

to underground coal mines in the US. Some of the many 

things to consider would be mine type, progression, and 

configuration differences, coal seam and mining height 

differences, ventilation system design differences, coal 

quality and combustibility differences, mine gas production 

differences, mine equipment and material handling systems 

differences (scoops, shuttle cars, conveyors, and etc.), rock 

dusting protocol and automatic dusting system differences, 

as well as many other site specific considerations and 

obstacles. However, aside from mines with very short seam 

and roof heights, which physically preclude them from 

accommodating a bagged stonedust explosion  barrier 

system due to the length of the hook and bag system, all of 

the other impediments to adapting these barrier systems to 

US coal mines are merely technical obstacles that must be 

planned and accounted for in the barrier design and 

placement at each site; just as it is in the foreign mines that 

currently employ them. 

There are also factors outside of the technical arena to 

consider in contemplating the adaptation of the bagged 

stonedust explosion barrier system to US coal mines. There 

are regulatory regimes, agencies, and lobbyists in play. 

Regulatory/program rollout and implementation, as well as 

post-implementation oversight, must also be considered. 

Additionally, there are differences in corporate, cultural, 

and social beliefs and standards which play a significant 

role. Health and respirable dust concerns must also be 

wrestled with. Finally, there are financial matters involved, 

as adapting and implementing a new control is expensive in 

terms of time and capital investments. 
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Conclusions 
 

From an occupational safety and health management 

standpoint, even just one workplace fatality is too many. 

Yet there have been 59 fatalities in the US since the year 

2000 attributed to coal dust explosions in underground coal 

mines. That is the same time frame in which many foreign 

countries began using bagged stonedust explosion barriers 

in their undergoriund coal mines. In Addition, there have 

been 158 fatalities due to coal dust explosions in 

underground US coal mines since Cybulski released his 

findings that rock dusting alone was insufficient at 

preventing/suppressing coal dust explosions and that 

additional barriers were needed. Yet, the only recent 

changes in MSHA regulations regarding coal  dust 

explosion prevention measures were to change the required 

rates of rock dusting to 80%TIC mine wide. The testing 

performed at NIOSH’s Lake Lynn facility in 2000 clearly 

indicates that even coal/stone dust concentrations with a 

TIC as high as 82% can still be ignited and involved in an 

explosion. This same research would also then indicate that 

MSHA’s standard of 80% TIC is insufficient in and  of 

itself, and that an additional line of defense, or contingency, 

may be needed against coal dust explosions. 

While there are many differences between the 

underground coal mines in countries that currently use 

bagged stonedust explosion barrier systems and US mines, 

none were uncovered that would prevent the successful 

implementation or operation of an explosion barrier such as 

the bagged stonedust barrier. Many of the differences are in 

fact due to the technical specifics of the individual mine 

site; technical specifics that can be carefully considered, 

organized, researched, accounted, and planned for in the 

selection of barrier placement and design. This is a similar 

process to that which is used by each mine that is required 

to employ explosion barriers in every foreign country that 

requires them. Other differences in non-technical aspects of 

implementing explosion barrier use in underground US coal 

mines would also need to be addressed. Regulatory 

differences between the countries requiring explosion 

barriers are just that, regulatory differences. The actual 

barrier system design in each country is based off of the 

same research performed at Kloppersbos, Tremonia, and 

NIOSH’s Lake Lynn underground experimental mine 

testing facility in the US, with slight changes to distances, 

amounts, or configurations; presumably to accommodate 

the technical specifics of coal mining in that region, and 

other social, cultural, corporate, financial, or regulatory 

aspects. 

The two successful scaled length bagged stonedust 

explosion barrier trial installations in separate operating 

longwall coal mines in the Eastern US exhibit the  logistical 

feasibility and practical ability to adapt and install the 

barriers in medium height, multiple entry American coal 

mines. It is important to note that many of the difficulties 

and problems that arose during the installation of the trial 

barriers have already been encountered and dealt with in 

places where these installations are commonplace. For 

example, a modified work platform has been adapted to 

scoop cars to transport and hoist 2 workers and a load of 

prefilled bags to installation locations and heights. 

Additionally, with the amount of filled bags required for 

each mine installation, an entire industry has arisen to 

manufacture bags, hooks, fill and assemble them, and ship 

to mine sites all over. Similarly, if implemented in US 

mines, there would be many problems and difficulties that 

would have to be dealt with that were not foreseen or 

planned for; but it is said that necessity is the mother of all 

invention. 

The only question left to answer is whether or not the 

US coal mining industry and its miners could benefit, in 

terms of safety and fatality prevention, from the 

implementation of the explosion barrier systems that are 

used in other countries. One report was found to occur in a 

Polish underground coal mine in 2002 where a stonedust 

explosion barrier was activated by a coal dust explosion 

initiated by the incorrect use of explosives. 10 miners inbye 

the barrier were killed, 2 that were located in the vicinity of, 

but just outbye, the barrier were burned but survived, and 

35 miners in the adjacent longwall district were 

unharmed.[11] In that instance, 37 lives were saved by the 

existence of a required explosion barrier. It is most certain 

that those 37 Polish miners and their families would 

consider themselves to have benefited from the safety and 

fatality prevention of the existing stonedust explosion 

barrier that day. 

 

Disclaimer 
 

This study was sponsored by the Alpha Foundation for 

the Improvement of Mine Safety and Health, Inc. (ALPHA 

FOUNDATION). The views, opinions and recommendations 

expressed herein are solely those of the authors and do not 

imply any endorsement by the ALPHA FOUNDATION, its 

Directors and staff. - See more at: http://www.alpha-

foundation.org/our-grant-program/information-for-

current-grantees/#sthash.VSHXhTXA.dpuf 

http://www.alpha-foundation.org/our-grant-program/information-for-current-grantees/#sthash.VSHXhTXA.dpuf
http://www.alpha-foundation.org/our-grant-program/information-for-current-grantees/#sthash.VSHXhTXA.dpuf
http://www.alpha-foundation.org/our-grant-program/information-for-current-grantees/#sthash.VSHXhTXA.dpuf
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